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Let A be a set of nonnegative integers, d

A its lower asymptotic density, and
A+A=[a+a$ : a, a$ # A]. A classical theorem of Kneser completely describes the
structure of all sets A subject to d

(A+A)<2d

A. Freiman succeeded in partial
generalization of Kneser’s theorem when 2 is replaced by an arbitrary number.
Going further in this direction, we obtain a more precise version of Freiman’s
result.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be a set of non-negative integers having positive lower asymptotic
density d

A (see the next section for the definitions). Then, given a positive
_<2 (a particular case of ) Kneser’s theorem [Kn53] (see also [HR83,
Na96]) describes the structure of A provided
d

(A+A)_ d

A. (1.1)
Theorem 1.1 (Kneser). Suppose that d

A>0 and the set A satisfies
(1.1). Then there exists a positive integer N and a set KZNZ such that
AK =[x # Z0 : x mod N # K ], (1.2)
the sets A+A and K +K coincide from some point, and
|K+K |=2 |K |&1. (1.3)
These conditions yield that
d

(A+A)=d

(K +K )=2d

K &N &1,
whence
d

A_&1(2d

K &N &1). (1.4)
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In informal terms, the latter inequality means that A is a ‘‘very essential
part’’ of K .
It is important that (1.4) cannot be improved. Moreover, Kneser’s
theorem is the best possible assertion of this type. Indeed, let N be any
positive integer and K be any set of residues mod N satisfying (1.3). Then
any set AK satisfying (1.4) will satisfy (1.1). Thus, for any _<2, Kneser’s
theorem gives a complete and very explicit description of the structure of
sets A (of positive lower density) satisfying (1.1).
It is worth mentioning that a set AK satisfying (1.4) can exist only
when |K |(2&_)&1. Note also that additional information is available on
the structure of the set K; see [Fr66, Theorem 3.6] and [Ke60].
The following two examples show that Kneser’s theorem cannot be
extended to the case _=2.
Example 1.2. Let : be an irrational number and 0<=<12. Put
B0=B0(:, =)=[n # Z0 : n: # (&=2, =2) mod 1]. (1.5)
Then d(B0+B0)=2dB0 , but the only set of type (1.2) containing B0 is the
set Z0 of all non-negative integers.
Indeed, since the sequence (n:) is uniformly distributed mod 1, we have
dB0==2 (note that densities in the present paper are normalized so
that dZ0=12), and since B0+B0 B0(:, 2=), we have d
(B0+B0)
d (B0+B0)=. It is not difficult to prove directly that d(B0+B0)==, but
it is quicker just to note that d

(B0+B0)<= is impossible by Kneser’s
theorem.
Example 1.3. Let M=[+1<+2< } } } ] be a sequence of positive real
numbers such that +i+1 +i   and 4>2. Put
L=L(M, 4)={x # Z0 : x  .

i=1
[+i , 4+i]= . (1.6)
Then d

L=124 and d

(L+L)=14. To see this, put &i=4+i and
f (X )=
|L & [&X, X ]|
2X
.
Then +i<&i<+i+1 for all sufficiently large i. For any such i the function
f (X ) is decreasing on [+i , &i) and increasing on [&i , +i+1) & Z0 , which
easily implies that
f (X ) f (&i)&&&1i (+iX<+i+1). (1.7)
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Therefore d

L=lim inf i   f (&i). Since
+i&&i&1&1
2&i
 f (&i)
+i+1
2&i
and &i&1 2&i=+i&1 2+i  0, we obtain d
L=limi   +i 2&i=124.
In a similar (but slightly more complicated) manner one can prove that
d

(L+L)=14. However, it is again easier to observe that, on the one
hand,
(L+L) & [&&i , &i][0, 2+i] _ [&i],
whence
d

(L+L)lim inf
i  
|(L+L) & [&&i , &i]|
2&i
 lim
i  
2+i+2
2&i
=
1
4
,
and, on the other hand, the inequality d

(L+L)<14 is impossible by
Kneser’s theorem.
Thus, d

(L+L)=2d

L, but L is not a subset of a set of the type (1.2),
except Z0 .
Nevertheless, Freiman [Fr66, Theorem 3.5] obtained a partial generaliza-
tion of Kneser’s result for the case of arbitrary _. As Example 1.3 prompts, it
is natural to consider sets A=[a1<a2< } } } ] such that lim sup (ak+1 ak)
is not ‘‘very large.’’ Under this assumption, Freiman proves that the set A,
satisfying (1.1) with arbitrary fixed _, is an ‘‘essential’’ subset of a very
special set, the latter being a generalization of the set B0 above. See
Theorem 3.1.
In this paper we obtain a more precise version of Freiman’s result; see
Theorem 3.2. On the way we prove auxiliary facts which may present inde-
pendent interest; see Section 4.
2. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS
We use the standard notations Z, Q, and R for the sets of integers,
rational and real numbers, respectively. We denote by Z0 the set of non-
negative integers. Given a finite set X, we denote by |X | its cardinality. As
usual, [x]=max[n # Z : nx]. For a set AZ we denote by gcd(A) the
non-negative greatest common divisor of the elements of A.
Given AZ, its lower asymptotic density is
d

A=lim inf
X  
|A & [&X, X ]|
2X
.
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Replacing here lim infX   by lim supX   or limX   , we obtain definitions
of upper asymptotic density d A and asymptotic density dA, respectively. (Of
course, dA does not always exist; if it does, then d

A=d A=dA.)
Let A=[a1<a2< } } } ] be an infinite set of non-negative integers. We
define the lacunarity of A by
lac A=lim sup
i  
ai+1 ai .
For an arbitrary infinite set AZ we put A\=[ |a|: a # A] and define
lac A :=lac (A\). Note that
lac Ad Ad

A, (2.1)
in particular lac A=1 if the set A has an asymptotic density. (Indeed,
let A\=[a1<a2< } } } ]. Then there is a subsequence (aik) such that
4=lac A=limk   aik+1 aik . Now
d

Alim inf
k  
|A & [&aik+1 , aik+1]|
2aik+1
4&1 lim sup
k  
|A & [&aik , aik]|+2
2aik
4&1 d A,
which proves (2.1).)
Given two sets A, BRm, their sum is A+B=[a+b : a # A, b # B]. The
sum is direct and denoted by AB if the map
A_B  A+B
(a, b) [ a+b
is one-to-one. Given * # R, we put *A=[*a : a # A], etc.
Let G be an abelian group. A generalized arithmetic progression (further
progression) of dimension r0 is a set of the form
P=P(g0 ; g1 , ..., gr ; b1 , ..., br)
=[g0+x1g1+ } } } +xrgr : x1 , ..., xr # Z ; |x1 |b1 , ..., |xr |br]. (2.2)
Here g0 , g1 , ..., gr # G and b1 , ..., br are positive real numbers. (More
precisely, progression is the set P together with a fixed representation (2.2),
which is, in general, not unique. Note also that, by definition, progression
is a finite set.) The length len P of the progression is the number of integer
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points in the r-dimensional domain |x1 |b1 , ..., |xr |br . If r=0, then
len P=1 by definition. We say that P is a proper progression if all expres-
sions g0+x1 g1+ } } } +xrgr from (2.2) are distinct. Clearly,
P is proper  len P=|P|.
Let =

=(=1 , ..., =m) and :
=(:1 , ..., :m) be real vectors, =1 , ..., =m being
positive. Put
C(=

)=[x

# Rm : |xi |=i 2], (2.3)
B(:

, =

)=[n # Z : n:

# C(=

) mod Zm], (2.4)
the former set being called m-dimensional cube and the latter m-dimensional
Bohr set. (Similarly, for any Bohr set we fix a representation (2.4), which
may be not unique.) The Bohr set B(:

, =

) is proper if 0<=1 , ..., =m1 and
the real numbers 1, :1 , ..., :m are linearly independent over Q (an equiv-
alent condition: the group Z:

+Zm is dense in Rm and Zm & 2C(=

)=[0

].
A proper Bohr set satisfies dB==1 } } } =m [KN74, Chap. 1, Example 6.1].
Remark 2.1. Actually, any Bohr set has asymptotic density. Indeed, let
G=Z:

+Zm be the minimal closed subgroup of Rm containing :

and Zm.
Denote by + the normalized Haar measure on GZm, and by :

~ the image
of :

in GZm. Since the sequence [:

~ n] is dense in GZm, it is uniformly
distributed there. Hence, for any set U/GZm with +(U )=0, the density
d([n # Z : n:

~ # U ]) exists and is equal to +(U ). It remains to note that, for
any cube C # Rm, the image of C & G in GZm has boundary of measure 0
(because the boundary of C & G has measure 0 and the projection
G  GZm is an open map, mapping sets of measure 0 to sets of measure 0).
For an arbitrary Bohr set one can show that dBc(m) =1 } } } =m
provided 0<=1 , ..., =m1). (We omit the proof, because we do not need
this fact.) However, there is no non-trivial upper bound for dB in terms
of =

. For instance, the one-dimensional Bohr set B(12, =) has density 12
for any =.
By definition, the only zero-dimensional Bohr set is Z, which is supposed
to be proper.
Let B=B(:

, =

) and P=P(g0 ; g1 , ..., gr ; b1 , ..., br). For any *>0 put
B(*)=B(:

, *=

) and P(*)=P(g0 ; g1 , ..., gr ; *b1 , ..., *br). The progression P
(resp. Bohr set B) is *-proper if P(*) (resp. B(*)) is proper.
By definition, P(*)=P (resp. B(*)=B) for a zero-dimensional progres-
sion P (resp. Bohr set B). In particular, zero-dimensional progressions and
Bohr sets are *-proper for any *.
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3. MAIN RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We begin with the statement of the result of Freiman. Note that his
terminology is quite different and he considers only sets of non-negative
integers. The latter restriction is omitted here, being irrelevant for his proof,
which works plainly for arbitrary sets of integers (of positive lower density).
Theorem 3.1 (Freiman). Let A be an infinite set of integers, and let _
and 4 be positive numbers. Suppose that
0 # A, gcd(A)=1, lac A4, d

>0,
and
d

(A+A)_ d

A.
Then there exists a Bohr set B of dimension m[2_&2] such that AB
and dBc(_, 4) d

A.
(Precisely speaking, in Freiman’s formulation B is a generalized Bohr set,
as defined in Section 4. However, by Corollary 4.3, the word ‘‘generalized’’
can be omitted.)
In this paper we obtain the following improvement of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.2. Let A be an infinite set of integers with d

A>0. Suppose
that lacA4 and
d

(A+A)_ d

A. (3.1)
Then A is a subset of a direct sum PNB, where N is a positive integer,
P=P(n0 ; n1 , ..., nr ; b1 , ..., br) is a proper progression, and B is a proper
Bohr set of dimension m, such that
m[log2 _], (3.2)
m+r[2_&2], (3.3)
d(PNB)=N&1 |P| dBR4[2_&1] d

A. (3.4)
Finally, if b1 } } } br , then for i>[log2 _]&m we have
bi R1 (3.5)
(in particular, if m=[log2 _], then |P|R1). The implicit constants in (3.4)
and (3.5) effectively depend on _.
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Remark 3.3. The implicit constants in (3.4) and (3.5) do not contin-
uously depend in _: they tend to infinity as soon as _ tends from the left
to a power of 2. Actually, they can be presented as continuously increasing
functions of _ and $&1, where $=[log2 _]+1&log2 _. See Appendix A
for an explanation.
If 0 # A then n0 # NB, whence AP$+NB(2), where P$=P(0; n1 , ..., nr ;
b1 , ..., br). If, in addition, gcd(A)=1, then gcd(n1 , ..., nr , N)=1. Hence, by
Theorem 4.10 below, there exists a Bohr set B$ of dimension m+r such
that P$+NB(2)B$ and d

B$Rd(P$+NB(2))Rd(PNB). Therefore
Theorem 3.1 is a consequence of Theorem 3.2. The main advantage of
Theorem 3.2 is that the inequality (3.2) cannot be improved. Indeed, as in
Example 1.2, one can show that any proper m-dimensional Bohr set B
satisfies
d(B+B)=2mdB.
Theorem 3.2 gives a more precise description of the structure of the set
A satisfying (3.1) and then Theorem 3.1. To illustrate this, consider the case
of small _.
Thus, suppose that _ # [2, 52). Then [2_&2]=2. Therefore, by
Theorem 3.1, A is an essential subset of a two-dimensional Bohr set. (We
say that an infinite set of integers X is an essential subset of another set of
integers Y if XY and d

Xrd

Y, the implicit constant being absolute.)
Theorem 3.2 gives a more definite information. We have [log2 _]=1,
whence
(B) either A is an essential subset of PNB, where B is a proper
one-dimensional Bohr set, N is a positive integer, and P is an arithmetic
progression of length bounded by an absolute constant (the ‘‘Bohr case’’),
(K) or A is an essential subset of PP$NZ, where N is a positive
integer, P, P$ are arithmetic progressions, and again |P| is bounded by an
absolute constant (the ‘‘Kneser’s case’’).
If _ # [52, 3) then by Theorem 3.1 A should be an essential subset of a
three-dimensional Bohr set, while Theorem 3.2 asserts the same thing as in
the case _ # [2, 52), only the bounded progression P may be two-dimen-
sional.
However, Theorem 3.2 is still very rough, even in the case lac A=1,
because the constants in (3.4) and (3.5) are very large and the inequality
(3.3) does not seem to be best possible.
Finding a more precise description of the structure of the set A is a
difficult and important problem. As the first step in this direction we dare
to propose the following conjecture.
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Conjecture 3.4. Let A satisfy (3.1) with _ # [2, 3) and suppose that
0 # A, gcd(A)=1, and lac A=1. Then at least one of the following three
possibilities is realized:
(The Trivial Case) d

A_&1.
(The Kneser’s Case) There exists a positive integer N and a set
KZNZ such that
A/K =[x # Z : x mod N # K ]
and one of the following options takes place:
(K.1) K is an arithmetic progression (i.e., a progression of dimen-
sion 1) and
dK =N&1 |K |(_&1) d

A+N &1;
(K.2) K is a union of two arithmetic progressions and
dK (_&2) d

A+3N&1
(in this case obviously |K |3(3&_));
(K.3) |K |12.
(The Bohr Case) There exists a closed interval I=[#, $] of length
$&#(_&1) d

A and an irrational number : such that :A/I mod Z.
(Actually, item (K.3) unites several sporadic cases, which are Kneser’s,
but neither belong to (K.1) nor to (K.2). The complete list of them is
omitted here for brevity.)
Comparing this conjecture with what we have, we see that the progres-
sion P, which is bounded by Theorem 3.2, is conjecturally ‘‘very bounded’’:
|P|1 in the Bohr case and |P|2 in the Kneser’s case, except for (K.3).
Moreover, if |P|=2, then P$ is also bounded (in terms of _).
Let _ be as in the conjecture, ; # (0, 1&_&1) be an irrational number,
and ==(_&1)&1 ;. Put
A=[n # Z : ;n # [0, =] mod Z] _ [1].
Then d

A== and d

(A+A)_=, because any n # A+A satisfies ;n # [0, _=].
(Actually, d

(A+A)=_=; we omit the proof, since we do not need this fact.)
It is not difficult to prove that the set A belongs neither to the trivial nor
to Kneser’s case, and it belongs to the Bohr case with the single possibility
:=; and I=[0, ;]. Therefore the inequality length (I )(_&1) d

A in the
Bohr case cannot be improved. One easily constructs similar examples
showing that none of the items of this conjecture can be improved.
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Nevertheless, the conjecture is still not as precise as Kneser’s theorem,
which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the inequality d

(A+A)
_ d

A with _<2. Indeed, say, in the Bohr case the inequality length (I )
(_&1) d

A yields only d

(A+A)2(_&1) d

A, etc. This means that the
conjecture gives only necessary, though very rigid, conditions for the
inequality d

(A+A)_ d

A with _ # [2, 3).
Note in conclusion that, probably, the assumption lac A=1 in the con-
jecture can be relaxed, but the dependence in lac A cannot be avoided, in
view of Example 1.3. Moreover, the following modification of Example 1.3
shows that 4[2_&1] in (3.4) cannot be replaced by anything better than 4[_].
Example 3.5. Let M and 4 be as in Example 1.3 and r a positive
integer. Put
Lr=Lr(M, 4)=L(M, 4r) _ \ .

i=1
[[4+i], ..., [4r+i]]+ .
Then d

Lr=124r and d
(Lr+Lr)r24r, but the only set of the type
PNB, containing Lr , is Z.
Indeed, the set Lr is a union of L(M, 4r) and a set of asymptotic den-
sity 0, whence d

Lr = d
(L(M, 4r) = 124r. Further, for 1 jr put
&ij=[4 j+i]. Then
(Lr+Lr) & [&&ir , &ir][0, +i] _ \ .
r&1
j=1
[&ij , &ij++i]+_ [&ir],
whence
d

(Lr+Lr)lim inf
i  
|(Lr+Lr) & [&&ir , &ir]|
2&ir
 lim
i  
r+i+r+1
2&ir
=
r
24r
.
(Actually, it is not difficult to show that d

(Lr+Lr)=r24r; we omit the
proof since we do not need this fact.)
4. PROGRESSIONS AND BOHR SETS
The interconnection between the concepts in the title is well-known; see,
for instance, [Ru94, Theorem 3.1]. Here we propose several more facts in
this spirit.
In this section we mainly use a coordinate-free notation. Let V be an
m-dimensional vector space over R and S/V be a symmetric convex body,
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i.e., a bounded convex set, symmetric with respect to the origin and having
inner points. Recall that the S-norm on V is defined by
&x

&S=inf [*: *&1x
# S].
Among symmetric convex bodies we distinguish cubes
C=C(=

, E )=[x1 e 1
+ } } } +xme m
: |xi |=i 2],
where E=(e
 1
, ..., e
 m
) is a basis of V and E

=(=1 , ..., =m) is a vector of
positive real numbers.
A generalized Bohr set is
B(:

, S, 1 )=[n # Z : n:

# S mod 1 ], (4.1)
where :

# V and 1 is a lattice in V (a discrete subgroup of dimension m).
The generalized Bohr set (4.1) is proper if the group Z:

+1 is dense in V
and 1 & 2S=[0

]. We put B(*)=B(:

, *S, 1 ).
In these terms Bohr sets, as defined in Section 2, are exactly the sets
B(:

, C, 1 ), where C=C(=

, E ) for some basis E of the lattice 1. We
call them (only in this section) cubic Bohr sets. We specify them in this
section in both manners B(:

, C, 1 ) and B(:

, =

), which does not lead to a
confusion.
Mahler’s Bases and Mahler’s Cubes
We need certain facts from the geometry of numbers. Our first lemma is
due to Mahler (see [Ca59, Chap. VIII, Corollary of Theorem VII]).
Lemma 4.1. Let S be a symmetric convex body and 1 be a lattice in V.
Then there exists a basis E=(e
 1
, ..., e
 m
) of 1 such that
&e
 i
&Smax(1, i2) *i (1in), (4.2)
where *1 , ..., *n are the successive minima of S with respect to 1.
Any such basis will be referred to as a Mahler’s basis of 1 with respect
to the body S.
Let E=(e
 1
, ..., e
 m
) be a Mahler’s basis of a 1 with respect to S. Put
=

=(=1 , ..., =m), where =i=&e i
&&1S . The cube C=C(=
, E ) will be called a
Mahler’s cube of the body S. The main property of Mahler’s cubes is given
in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2. Let C be a Mahler’s cube of a symmetric convex
body S. Then Sc1 Cc2 S, where the constants c1 and c2 depend only on
the dimension m.
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Proof. We have to prove that for any x

# V
&x

&S R&x
&C R&x
&S , (4.3)
with implicit constants depending only on m. (Of course, the equivalence
of norms (4.3) is a general property of any two norms on V, but the con-
stants may a priori depend on the bodies S and C. The non-trivial assertion
is that the constants depend only on the dimension m.)
The inequality on the left is easy:
&x

&S|x1| &e 1
&S+ } } } +|xm | &e m
&Sm max
1im
=&1i xi=2m &x&C . (4.4)
The inequality on the right is less trivial. We may assume that &x

&S=1.
Denote by Si the convex span of the points \x and \=j ej , where j{i.
Clearly, Si S (the closure of S ). Recall the second inequality of
Minkowski
*1 } } } *m Vol S2m det 1.
Then (below all implicit constants depend on m)
Vol SVol Si=
2m
m!
xi
=i
=1 } } } =m det 1r
xi
=i
det 1
*1 } } } *m
r
xi
=i
Vol S,
whence xi R=i . Therefore
&x

&C =2 max
1im
xi=&1i R1=&x
&S . (4.5)
The proposition is proved.
(Our original argument was much longer. We managed to simplify it due
to a suggestion of the referee.)
We conclude this section with three simple applications of Proposi-
tion 4.2. The first application is immediate.
Corollary 4.3. Given an m-dimensional generalized Bohr set B1 , there
exists an m-dimensional cubic Bohr set B2 such that for any *>0 we have
B(*)1 B
(*)
2 B
(c*)
1 . Here c is a constant depending only on m.
The second application is
Lemma 4.4. Let P=P(n0 ; n1 , ..., nr ; b1 , ..., br)/Z be a progression
of dimension r and MP. Suppose that 0 # M. Then there exists another
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progression P$=P(0; n$1 , ..., n$r$ ; b$1 , ..., b$r$)/Z of dimension r$r such that
MP$ and
max P$Rmax[ |x|: x # M ]. (4.6)
Further, let b1 } } } br and b$1 } } } b$r$ . Then
b$i Rbi (1ir$). (4.7)
Finally, if P(*) is proper for some *>0, then P$(*$) is proper for some *$r*.
All implicit constants depend on r.
Proof. Replacing P by P&P and M by M&M, we may suppose that
n0=0 and M=&M.
Let B/Rr be the convex body [x

=(x1 , ..., xr) # Rr : |x1|b1 , ...,
|xr |br] and .: Rr  R the linear map x
 n1x1+ } } } +nr xr . Put
M$=.&1(M ) & B & Zr.
Then .(B & Zr)=P and .(M$)=M. Also, we have
*i=b&1i (4.8)
where *1 , ..., *r are the successive minima of B with respect to Zr.
Denote by V the subspace of Rr, generated by M$, denote by S/B the
convex span of M$ (since M=&M, the body S is symmetric with respect
to the origin), and put 1=V & Zr. Then the successive minima *$1 , ..., *$r$ of
S with respect to 1 satisfy
*$i*i (1ir$). (4.9)
Let E=(e1 , ..., er$) be a Mahler’s basis of 1 with respect to S and
C=C(E, =

) be the corresponding Mahler’s cube. Then Sc1Cc2 S, the
constants depending on r. Now put
n$i=.(ei), b$i=c1 =i 2 (1ir$). (4.10)
Then P$=P(0; n$1 , ..., n$r$ ; b$1 , ..., b$r$)=.(c1C & 1 )$M, and we have (4.7)
by (4.8) and (4.9). (In general, the definition (4.10) does not yield that
b$1 } } } b$r$ , but if we rearrange the b$i -s in the non-increasing order, the
inequality (4.7) would remain valid, as one can easily see.)
Further,
max P$max .(c1C)c2 max .(S )=c2 max M,
where the latter equality follows from the definition of S.
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Finally, if P(*) is proper, then the restriction .|*B & Z r is one-to-one.
Consequently, the restriction .|*$c2S & 1 , where *$=*c2 , is one-to-one as
well, whence P$(*$) is proper.
The third application is
Lemma 4.5. In the setup of Lemma 4.1 suppose that the set S & 1
generates the space V over R. Then
Vol SR |S & 1 | det 1RVol S, (4.11)
where the implicit constants depend only on m=dim V.
Proof. Let E be a Mahler’s basis of 1 with respect to S and let
C=C(=

, E ) be the corresponding Mahler’s cube. Then c1CSc2 C (the
constants c1 , c2 do not coincide with those from Lemma 4.2). Therefore
Vol S
det 1
R
Vol C
det 1
R=1 } } } =mR ‘
m
i=1
(2[c1=i2]+1)=|c1 C & 1 ||S & 1 |,
which is the first inequality in (4.11).
Further, since S & 1 generates V, the successive minima of S with respect
to 1 satisfy *1 } } } *m1. Then by (4.2) we have =i r1, whence
|S & 1 ||c2C & 1 | ‘
m
i=1
(c2=i+1)R=1 } } } =m R
Vol C
det 1
R
Vol S
det 1
.
The proposition is proved.
Remark 4.6. Note that the assumption ‘‘S & 1 generates V’’ is needed
only for the second inequality in (4.11).
Remark 4.7. Actually, much more precise estimates for the number of
lattice points are available. See [GW93, Sec. 3.1] and references therein.
Approximation of Progressions by Segments of Bohr Sets
Lemma 4.8. Let S be a symmetric convex body in an m-dimensional
vector space V and .: V  R be a non-zero linear functional. Put S0=
S & Ker . and +=maxx

# S |.(x
) |. Let x
 1
# S be such that .(x
 1
)=+ and S1
be the convex span of S0 and \x 1
. Then
S1S3S1 . (4.12)
Proof. The first inclusion is clear. To prove the second, write an arbitrary
y

# S as z

+’x
 1
, where z

# Ker . and ’ # R. Then |’|=|.(y

).(x
 1
)|1 and
&z

&S0=&z
&S&y

&S+|’| &x 1
&S2.
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Therefore S2S0+[’x 1
: |’|1]2S1+S1=3S1 , which is the second
inclusion in (4.12). The lemma is proved.
Theorem 4.9. Let P=P(0; n1 , ..., nr ; b1 , ..., br)/Z be a progression
with gcd(n1 , ..., nr)=1. Then there exists a (cubic) Bohr set B=B(:
, =

) of
dimension mr&1 such that
PB & [&p, p]P(c), (4.13)
where p=max P. Further, suppose that P is proper. Then, putting
=

=(=1 , ..., =m), we have
0<=1 , ..., =m1, (4.14)
|P|
p
R =1 } } } =m R
|P|
p
. (4.15)
The constant c in (4.13) and the implicit constants in (4.15) depend only
on r.
Proof. Without loss of generality
b1 , ..., br1. (4.16)
Let B and . be as in the proof of Lemma 4.4. Following [Fr66,
Section 3.5], put
V=Ker ., S=V & B, 1=V & Zr.
Then m=dim V=r&1. Since gcd(n1 , ..., nr)=1, there exists e
+Zr such
that .(e

)=1. Obviously, Zr=1Ze

, whence
.(B & Zr)=[n # Z : min
&

# 1
&ne

&&

&B1]. (4.17)
In particular, since p # .(B & Zr), there exists #

# 1 such that &pe

&#

&B1.
Put :

= p&1#

. Then for any integer n # [&p, p] and any &

# 1 we obtain
| &n:

&&

&S&&ne
&&

&B |=| &n:
&&

&B&&ne
&&

&B |
&n:

&ne

&B
=|n| p&1 &#

& pe

&B
1. (4.18)
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Put B1=B(:
, 2S, 1 ). Then (4.17) and (4.18) imply
.(B & Zr)B1 & [&p, p].(3B & Zr). (4.19)
Let E be a Mahler’s basis of the lattice 1 with respect to S and
C=C(=

$, E ) the corresponding Mahler’s cube. Then
2Sc1Cc2 S, (4.20)
where c1 and c2 , as well as all constants up to the end of the proof, depend
on r. Put =

=c1=
$ and B=B(:

, =

)=B(:

, c1 C, 1 ). Then
P=.(B & Zr)B & [&p, p].(c3 B & Zr)=P(c3),
which proves the first assertion of the theorem.
Now suppose that P is proper and prove (4.15). Adding e

to E, we
obtain a basis of the lattice Zr. Provide Rr with an inner product making
this basis orthonormal. With respect to this inner product we have
det 1=1 and Vol C==$1 } } } =$m .
By (4.16) we have p1=maxy

# B .( y

)2p. Let y

1 # B be such that
.( y

1)= p1 . Denote by S1 the convex span of S and \y

1 . Since e
is
orthogonal to V, we have Vol S1=r&1p1Vol S. By Lemma 4.8,
S1B3S1 . (4.21)
Write f  g if fRgRf with implicit constants depending on r. Then
Vol B  Vol S1  p Vol S  p Vol C= p=$1 } } } =$m .
On the other hand, Vol B  |B & Zr| by (4.16), and (4.15) follows.
It remains to establish (4.14). The problem is that this inequality does
not follow from our construction. However, since P is proper, we have
S & 1=[0

]. Therefore the successive minima of S with respect to 1 satisfy
1*1 } } } *m .
Since =$i*&1i by the definition of successive minima, we have
=1 , ..., =mc1 .
Thus, if we replace each =i by max(=i , 1), then (4.13) and (4.15) would
remain valid (though the constants in (4.15) would be changed). This com-
pletes the proof of Theorem 4.9.
When p>max P we still have (4.13) but with a Bohr set B of dimension
m=r. Actually, we have the following more general result.
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Theorem 4.10. Let P0=P(0; n1 , ..., nr ; b1 , ..., br) be a progression of
integers, B0 a generalized Bohr set of dimension m0 , and N a positive integer.
Suppose that gcd(n1 , ..., nr , N )=1. Then there exists a cubic Bohr set B of
dimension m=m0+r such that
P0+NB0BP (c)0 +NB
(c)
0 .
Here c is a constant depending on m.
Putting here P0=P, B0=Z, and N= p+1, we obtain (4.13), but now
the dimension of B is equal to r.
Theorem 4.10 is formally not needed here. However, it presents some
independent interest in connection with Theorem 4.13 below. Therefore we
include the proof in Appendix B.
Approximate Decomposition of Bohr Sets
Let G be a closed subgroup of V and S/V a symmetric convex body.
We need to study the intersection G & S. Denote by G0 the zero component
of G (that is, the maximal closed connected subgroup of G). Then G0 is a
vector space over R. Put
m=dim V, m0=dim G0 , and S0=G0 & S. (4.22)
Then G is a direct sum of G0 and a free abelian group of rank not exceeding
m&m0 .
Lemma 4.11. There exists a progression P=P(0; g

1 , ..., g

r ; b1 , ..., br)/G
of dimension rm&m0 such that
(i) g

1 , ..., g

r are linear independent mod G0 over R (that is, no R-linear
combination of them belongs to G0);
(ii) we have
G & SPc1S0G & c2S, (4.23)
where c1 and c2 are constants depending on m (The sum above is direct since
c1S0 /G0 .)
Proof. Without loss of generality V is spanned by G as an R-vector-
space (equivalently, G is a direct sum of G0 and a free abelian group of rank
exactly m&m0); otherwise we may replace V and S by V$ and V$ & S,
respectively, where V$ is the vector space spanned by G.
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Let ?: V  VG0 be the quotient map. Then 1=?(G) is a lattice in VG0 ,
because V is spanned by G. Let e
 1
, ..., e
 r
be a Mahler’s basis of 1 with
respect to S1=?(S ), and define =
as in Proposition 4.2. Denote by c3 the
constant c1 from Proposition 4.2 (just to avoid a conflict with the c1 from
this lemma) and put bi=c3=i 2. Then
S1 & 1P1=P(0; e 1
, ..., e
 r
; b1 , ..., br). (4.24)
For any x

# VG0 there is y

# V such that &x

&S1=&y

&S . In particular, let
g

i # ?&1(e i
) be such that &g

i&S==&1i . Prove that the progression P=
P(0; g

1 , ..., g

r ; b1 , ..., br) is as desired.
Clearly, P/G and the assertion (i) holds. It remains to prove (ii). We
begin with noting that P/c4S. Indeed, for any p

# P we have
&p

&Sb1 &g

1&S+ } } } +br &g

r&S=rc3 2,
and we may put c4=mc3 . Further, (4.24) yields that G & S/PG0 .
Therefore for any y

# G & S there exists p

# P such that y

&p

# G0 . Now
&y

&p

&S0=&y

&p

&S&y

&S+&p

&S1+c4 ,
which proves the first inclusion in (4.23) with c1=1+c4 .
Now establish the second inclusion. Clearly, Pc1S0 /G, and it
remains to note that Pc1 S0 /c4S+c1 S=c2S. The lemma is proved.
We need one more very simple lemma.
Lemma 4.12. Let P=P(0; n1 , ..., nr ; b1 , ..., br) be a progression of
integers, B a generalized Bohr set, N a positive integer, and *>0. Suppose
that for any x1 , ..., xr # Z such that |xi |2*bi we have
x1 n1+ } } } +xrnr # NB (2*) O x1= } } } =xr=0. (4.25)
Then the progression P is *-proper and the sum P(*)+NB(*) is direct.
Proof. In view of (4.25), for any p1 , p2 # P(*) and ;1 , ;2 # B(*) we have
p1+N;1= p2+N;2 O ( p1& p2)+N(;1&;2)=0 O { p1;1
= p2
;2
,
whence the sum is direct.
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Similarly, for any x$1 , ..., x$r , x"1 , ..., xr" # Z such that |x$i |, |xi"|*bi we
have
x$1n1+ } } } +x$rnr=x"1 n1 } } } +xr"nr O
x1=x"1
(x$1&x"1) n1+ } } } +(x$r&xr") nr=0 O{ bx$r=xr" ,
whence P is *-proper. The lemma is proved.
Theorem 4.13. Let B be a generalized Bohr set of dimension m. Then
there exist a proper progression P0 of dimension r, a positive integer N, and
a proper cubic Bohr set B0 of dimension m0 such that r+m0m and
BP0 NB0B(c), (4.26)
where c is a constant depending on m.
More generally for any *1 we may assert that P0 and B0 are *-proper
and the sum P (*)0 +NB
(*)
0 is direct. In this case the constant c would also
depend on *.
Proof. Let B=B(:

, S, 1 ) and G=Z:

+1 be the minimal closed sub-
group of V containing :

and 1. Denote by G0 its zero component and put
G$=G0+1. Then G$ is a subgroup of G and the quotient GG$ is naturally
isomorphic to the cyclic group generated by :

mod G0 . In the other words,
given n # Z, we have
n:

# G$  n#0 mod N. (4.27)
In particular, there exists :
 0
# G0 such that
:
 0
#N:

mod 1. (4.28)
By Lemma 4.11 there exists a progression P=P(0; g

1 , ..., g

r ; b1 , ..., br)/G
such that (4.23) holds. Since the group Z:

+1 is dense in G, we may
replace each g

i by a sufficiently close element of Z:
+1 so that (4.23)
would still hold, though with different values of the constants c1 and c2 .
Thus, we may assume that g

i # Z:
+1 ; in other words, there exists ni # Z
such that g

i#ni :
mod 1.
Put P0=P(0; n1 , ..., nr ; b1 , ..., br). Then
P/P0 :
+1 and P0:
/P+1. (4.29)
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Hence by (4.23)
B:

/S & G+1/P+c1S0+1/P0:
+c1 S0+1. (4.30)
Now fix n # B. By (4.30), there exists p0 # P0 such that
n:

&p0:
# c1S0+1.
In particular, (n& p0) :
# G$, whence n#p0 mod N by (4.27). Write
n& p0=Nq and let : 0
be from (4.28). Then
min
&

# 10
&q:
 0
&&

&S0c1 ,
where 10=G0 & 1 (clearly, 10 is a lattice in the vector space G0). Thus,
q # B(:
 0
, c1S0 , 10).
Let E be a Mahler’s basis of 10 with respect to S0 and C=C(=
, E )
the corresponding Mahler’s cube. By Proposition 4.2 we have c3S0
c4Cc5S0 with constants depending on m. Putting C0=c4 C and B0=
B(:
 0
, C0 , 1 ), we obtain q # B0 .
Thus, we have proved that
BP0+NB0 ,
which is the first inclusion in (4.26). The second inclusion is straight-
forward. As follows from (4.23),
P+C0 /c2 S+c5 S=c6 S. (4.31)
Now by (4.28) and (4.29) we have
(P0+NB0) :
/P0:
+B0 : 0
+1/P+C0+1/c6S+1, (4.32)
whence
P0+NB0B(c6).
We are left with proving that P0 and B0 are *-proper and the sum
P(*)0 +NB
(*)
0 is direct. We shall do this assuming the additional condition
1 & 24c6S=[0
], (4.33)
and then show how the general case can be reduced to the proved one.
Clearly, Z:
 0
+10 is dense in G0 . Further, by (4.31) we have C0 /c6 S,
and now (4.33) yields that 10 & 2*C0=[0
]. This proves that B0 is proper.
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For the remaining two assertions we have to prove (4.25) for any
x1 , ..., xr # Z such that |xi |2*bi . Thus, suppose that
x1 n1+ } } } +xrnr # NB(2*). (4.34)
Put p

=x1g

1+ } } } +xrg

r and ;=x1n1+ } } } +xrnr . Since N;:
#;:
 0mod 1, there exists q

# 2*C0 such that N;:
#q

mod 1. Now
p

+q

# P(2*)+2*C0 /2*c6S (4.35)
by (4.31), and on the other hand,
p

+q

#(x1n1+ } } } +xrnr+;N ) :
#0

mod 1. (4.36)
Comparing (4.33), (4.35), and (4.36), we conclude that p

+q

=0

, whence
p

# G0 . Then by the assertion (i) of Lemma 4.11 we obtain x1= } } } =xr=0,
which proves (4.25).
Thus, we have proved the theorem with the constant c=c6 provided that
the additional condition (4.33) holds. It remains to reduce the general case
to the proved one.
By Corollary 4.3 we may assume that B is a cubic Bohr set. Thus, let
B=B(:

, =

), where without loss of generality 0==0<=1 } } } =m
=m+1=1. Define m1 from =m1<(*c6)
&1=m1+1 and put
:
 1
=(:1 , ..., :m1), = 1
=(=1 , ..., =m1), B1=B(: 1
, =

).
(If m1=0 we put B1=Z.) Recall that c6 depends only on m, and without
loss of generality c6(m) is a non-decreasing function of m (replace it by
max1+m c6(+), if necessary). Then c6(m1)c6(m), and by the construction
Zm1 & 2*c6(m1) C(= 1
)Zm1 & 2*c6(m) C(= 1
)=[0

].
Thus, the theorem holds for the set B1 with the constant c=c6 . It remains
to note that
BB1B
(c6)
1 B
(*c26),
which proves the theorem for the set B with the constant c=*c26 .
Remark 4.14. The argument above is inspired by Theorem 3.1 from
[Ru94]. Let :

=(:1 , ..., :m) # Qm and =
=(=1 , ..., =m) be a vector of positive
real numbers satisfying 0<=i1. Put B=B(:
, =

) and let N be the least
common denominator of :1 , ..., :m . Ruzsa proves that there exists a proper
progression P of dimension m such that B$PNZ and |P|rN=1 } } } =m .
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Combining his method with the technique of Mahler’s bases, one can prove
the existence of a proper progression P0 of dimension m such that
BP0 NZB (c),
where c=c(m). This is exactly the case m0=0 of our theorem.
Growth of Proper Progressions
Let P=P(0; n1 , ..., nr ; b1 , ..., br)/Z be a proper progression. For X0
put PX=P & [&X, X ]. We investigate the following problem: let
0<TX; estimate |PT |T in terms of |PX |X.
Let B and . be as in the proof of Lemma 4.4. Put
BX=[x
# B : |.(x)|X ].
Then for any X0 we have
|PX |=|BX & Zr|.
Let LX be the subspace generated by the set BX & Zr. Then LT LX if
0TX. Define the (T, X )-defect of the progression P by
defP (T, X )=dim LX=dim LT .
Also, put
P & (T, X )=[ p1< } } } <pk], p0=T, pk+1=X. (4.37)
We define the (T, X )-lacunarity of P as
lacP (T, X )=max( p1p0 , ..., pk+1 pk). (4.38)
Theorem 4.15. Let P be a proper progression of dimension r and
0<TX. Put
4=lac P (T, X ), d=defP (T, X ).
Then
|PX |
X
R
|PT |
T
R4d+1
|PX |
X
(4.39)
with constants depending on r.
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We need a simple lemma.
Lemma 4.16. Let S be a symmetric convex body in an m-dimensional
vector space V and .: V  R be non-zero linear functional. For X>O put
SX=[x
# S : |.(x

) |X ]. Let 0<TX and suppose that there exists x

# S
such that .(x

)=X. Then
Vol SX
X
R
Vol ST
T
R
Vol SX
X
(4.40)
with constants depending on m.
Proof. Put S0=S & Ker . and for any x
# V denote by 7x

the convex
span of S0 and \x
. For any t

, x

 Ker . we have
Vol 7x

.(x

)
=
Vol 7t

.(t

)
. (4.41)
On the other hand, if x

# S, then by Lemma 4.8
7x

SX37x

. (4.42)
Thus,
Vol SX RVol 7x

RVol SX . (4.43)
Similarly
Vol ST RVol 7t

RVol ST , (4.44)
where t

=TX&1x

# S. Combining (4.41), (4.43), and (4.44), we obtain
(4.40). The lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 4.15. We begin with the inequality on the left. If
P & [T, X ]=< then obviously |PX |X|PT |T. Therefore we may assume
that the segment [T, X ] contains an element of P.
Further, if we replace X by max PX then the ratio |PX |X would not
decrease. Hence we may assume that X # P.
Apply Lemma 4.16 to the space V=LX , the convex body S=LX & BX ,
and the map .|LX . (Since X # P, there exists x
# Zr & BX /S such that
.(x

)=X.) We obtain
Vol(LX & BX)
X
R
Vol(LX & BT)
T
. (4.45)
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Further, we have
|PX |
X
R
Vol(LX & BX)
X
(4.46)
by Lemma 4.5, and
Vol(LX & BT)
T
R
|PT |
T
(4.47)
by the same lemma together with Remark 4.6. The inequality on the left is
now a direct consequence of (4.45), (4.46) and (4.47).
The inequality on the right will be proved by induction in d. Thus,
let d=0. Then LT=LX . We use the notations (4.37). As above, by Lem-
mas 4.5 and 4.16 we obtain
|PT |
T
R
Vol(LT & BT)
T
=
Vol(LX & BT)
T
R
Vol(LX & Bpk)
pk
R
|PX |
pk
4
|PX |
X
,
which proves the inequality on the right for d=0.
Now suppose that d>0. Put Y=inf [Y $X : LY $=LX]. Then Y # P
and dP (Y, X )=0. As already proved, |PY |YR4 |PX |X. Since d>0, we
have Y>T. Therefore Y>Z :=max(Y2, T ), whence d P (T, Z )d&1. We
obtain by induction
|PT |
T
R4d
|PZ |
Z
24d
|PY |
Y
R4d+1
|PX |
X
,
which completes the proof of the theorem.
If PT contains a non-zero element then dim LT1, and by definition
dim LXr. We obtain the following
Corollary 4.17. In the set up of Theorem 4.15 suppose that PT{[0].
Then
|PX |
X
R
|PT |
T
R4r
|PX |
X
. (4.48)
On the Density of Derived Bohr Sets
Given an m-dimensional Bohr set B=B(:

, =

), we can derive from it two
kinds of relative Bohr sets: B(*)=B(:

, *=

), where *>0, and B(}:

, =

),
where } is a non-zero integer. We need upper estimates for their densities
in terms of dB.
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Lemma 4.18. Let B=B(:

, =

) be an m-dimensional Bohr set and *1.
Then
dB(*)R*m dB, (4.49)
the implicit constant depending on m.
Proof. We may suppose that
0<=1 , ..., =m1, (4.50)
replacing each =i by min(=i , 1). For X0 put
BX=B & [&X, X ],
H=[(x

, y) # Rm+1: x

&:

y # C(=

)],
HX=[(x
, y) # H : | y|X ].
Also, let LX be the subspace generated by the set HX & Zm+1. Then n # B
if and only if there exists &

=(&1 , ..., &m+1) # H & Zm+1 such that &m+1=n.
Moreover, as follows from (4.50), such &

is defined uniquely. Thus, for any
X0, we have
|BX |=|HX & Zm+1|.
Put =$i=min(*=i , 1). Then B(*)=B(:
, =

$). Define H$X and L$X for =
$ as HX
and LX for =
. Clearly, LXL$X and H$X*HX* .
Now for any X>0
|B (*)X |RVol(H$X & L$X) (Lemma 4.5)
*m+1 Vol(HX* & L$X)
R*m Vol(HX & L$X) (Lemma 4.16)
R*m |BX | (Lemma 4.5 together with Remark 4.6),
whence the result.
Lemma 4.19. Let B=B(:

, =

) be an m-dimensional Bohr set and } a
non-zero integer. Then
dB(}:

, =

) |}|m dB. (4.51)
Proof. We have B(}:

, =

)=i

Bi

, where
Bi

=[n # Z : n:

&}&1i

# C( |}| &1 =

) mod Zm]
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and i

runs the set of integer vectors (i1 , ..., im) with 0ik|}|&1. If
|}|=1, then there is nothing to prove. If |}|2, then
Bi

&Bi

B(:

, 2 |}|&1 =

)B(:

, =

).
Thus, dBi

d(Bi

&Bi

)dB, whence the result.
Remark 4.20. The estimate (4.51) is surprisingly tight. Indeed, put
:

=((&1})&1, ..., (&m})&1),
where &1 , ..., &m are non-zero integers. Then dB(}:
, =

)=|}|m dB, provided
=1 , ..., =m are sufficiently small.
5. ADDITION OF FINITE SETS
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is based on Freiman’s fundamental result on
addition of finite sets. We follow [Bi94, Theorem 1.3], slightly changing
the terminology.
Theorem 5.1. Let K be a finite set of integers, satisfying
|K+K |_ |K | (5.1)
and *1. Then either |K |c(_) or K is a subset of a *-proper progression
P=P(n0 ; n1 , ..., nr ; b1 , ..., br) of dimension r[_&1] and length
len P=|P|R |K |. (5.2)
Moreover, suppose that b1 } } } br . Then
bi R1 (i>[log2 _]) (5.3)
The implicit constants in (5.2)(5.3) effectively depend on _ and *.
This result, except (5.3), was originally proved in [Fr66] (see also
[Fr87]). One more exposition, close to Freiman’s original, is [Bi94].
Ruzsa [Ru94] gave a simpler proof, based on a different idea. An exposi-
tion of Ruzsa’s proof can be found also in [Na96].
The inequality (5.3), crucial for later, appeared in [Bi94], where it is
deduced from (5.2) and another deep Freiman’s result, the 2n-theorem. For
the benefit of the reader, the exact formulation of the 2n-theorem and the
proof of (5.3) are given in Appendix A.
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Combining Theorem 5.1 with Lemma 4.4, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.2. Let K and * satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1.
Suppose additionally that 0 # K. Then either
|K |c(_), (5.4)
or K is a subset of a *-proper progression P=P(0; n1 , . . .nr ; b1 , ..., br) of
dimension r[_&1], satisfying (5.2) and (5.3). In addition to this,
max PRmax[ |x| : x # K ], (5.5)
the implicit constant depending in _ and * as well.
6. THE MAIN ARGUMENT
In this section we prove the following preliminary version of
Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 6.1. Let AZ satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2. Then A
is a subset of the sum P+NB, where N is a positive integer, P a progression
of dimension r, and B a Bohr set of dimension m0 such that
m[log2 _], (6.1)
m+r[2_&2], (6.2)
dBR4[2_&1]N d

A, (6.3)
len PR1. (6.4)
The implicit constants in (6.3) and (6.4) effectively depend on _.
Preliminary Preparations
Without loss of generality suppose that 0 # A. Fix _1 satisfying
2_<_1<[2_]+1 (6.5)
and $>0 so small that
d

(A+A)+$
d

A&$

1
2
_1 . (6.6)
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There exists infinitely many positive integers X such that
|(A+A) & [&2X, 2X ]|
2X
d

(A+A)+$, (6.7)
and for all sufficiently large X we have
|A & [&X, X ]|
2X
d

A&$. (6.8)
Therefore there exist infinitely many positive integers X such that both
inequalities (6.7) and (6.8) hold. Such X will be called appropriate.
All constants denoted by c, c1 , c2 , . . . or implied by the symbols R and r
depend only on _, unless the contrary is stated explicitly. All constants
denoted by C, C1 , C2 , . . . may depend on _ and A but are independent in X.
For an appropriate X we have
|A & [&X, X ]|
X
Rd

A, (6.9)
which follows from (6.7) (recall that d

(A+A)_ d

A).
Study of a Fixed Appropriate Integer
Fix an appropriate integer X. Then
|AX+AX |_1 |AX |, (6.10)
where AX=A & [&X, X ]. Recall that 0 # AX .
In the following, we assume X so large that |AX |>c(_1), the latter
constant being defined in (5.4). Let *1 be specialized later. Then by
Theorem 5.2, there exists a *-proper progression P$=P(0; n1 , ..., nr$ ;
b1 , ..., br$) such that AXP$ and
r$[_1&1]=[2_&1], (6.11)
|P$|R |AX |, (6.12)
max P$Rmax AXX, (6.13)
biR1 (r"<ir), (6.14)
where r"=[log2 _1]=[log2 _]+1 and the implicit constants depend on _
and *. Rearranging b1 , ..., br$ in the increasing order, we rewrite (6.14) as
bi R1 (1ir) (6.15)
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where r=r$&r". Without loss of generality b1 , ..., br$ # Z and
b1 , ..., br$1. (6.16)
We have P$=PNP", where
P=P(0; n1 , ..., nr ; b1 , ..., br),
N=gcd(nr+1 , ..., nr$),
P"=P(0; nr+1 N, ..., nr$ N : br+1 , ..., br$).
By Theorem 4.9, there exists a Bohr set B=B(:

, =

) of dimension
mr"&1=[log2 _] (6.17)
such that
P"B & [&p", p"]P"(c1), (6.18)
|P"|
p"
R =1 } } } =m R
|P"|
p"
, (6.19)
0< =1 , ..., =m 1, (6.20)
where p"=max P".
Specify *=c1 . Now the constants in (6.12), (6.13), and (6.15) depend
only on _.
We state several properties of the data defined above.
Property 1. The progression P$(c1) is proper.
Proof. This follows from the choice of *.
Property 2. The integers b1 , ..., br , r, and m are majorated by a
constant depending only on _.
Proof. This is just the inequalities (6.11) and (6.15).
Property 3. The integer N is majorated by a constant depending on A
and _ (but independent in X ).
Proof. As follows from (6.16) and (6.13),
Nmax P$RX. (6.21)
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Since AXPNP", the set AX lies in at most |P|C1 residue classes
mod N. Put N1=N2&1. Then all elements of the set AN1=A &
[&N1 , N1] belong to distinct residue classes mod N. Now if XN1 then
|AX |C1 whence XC2 whence NC3 by (6.21). If XN1 then
AN1AX whence |AN1 |C1 whence N1C2 . The property is proved.
Property 4. The numbers =1 , ..., =m are minorated by a positive constant
depending on A and _.
Proof. We have
p"=max P"max P$RX
by (6.13) and
|P"|=
|P$|
|P|
r |P$||AX |
because |P|R1 by (6.14). Now (6.19) and (6.20) yield
=i=1 } } } =m r
|P"|
p"
r
|AX |
X
.
Since lim infX  ( |AX |X )=2 d
A>0, the ratio |AX |X is minorated by a
positive constant depending on A. The proof is complete.
An Infinite Sequence of Appropriate Integers
Let [X1<X2< } } } ] be such a sequence. In view of Properties 2 and 3
we may assume (replacing [Xj ] by a proper subsequence) that the integers
N, r, r$, m, and b1 , ..., br are the same for all Xj . All other quantities defined
above for a fixed X will be provided now with an additional index j. Say,
we write =
 j
, nij , . . . instead of =
, ni , ..., respectively.
Put
g

ij=nij : j
# Rm (1ir).
Replacing [Xj ] by a proper subsequence, we may assume that the sequence
[=
 j
] converges and the sequences [:
 j
] and [g

ij ] converge mod Zm. Denote
by =

=(=1 , ..., =m), :
=(:1 , ..., :m), and g

i the corresponding limits. Then
0<=1 , ..., =m1, (6.22)
as follows from (6.20) and Property 4.
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The remaining part of the proof will be organized as follows. First, we
obtain the result for N=1 and provided that g

1 , ..., g

r satisfy an additional
condition (see the next subsection), then we show how the additional
condition can be removed. In the final subsection we extend this for
arbitrary N, completing the proof.
The Case N=1
In this subsection we assume that N=1 and
(V) there exist n1 , ..., nr # Z such that
g

i&ni:
# C(c2=
)+Zm (1ir). (6.23)
The condition (V) holds, for example, when 1, :1 , ..., :m are linear inde-
pendent over Q. In this case Z:

+Zm is dense in Rm, and we have (V) with
c2=1 (and even with any c2>0). Unfortunately, we were not able to prove
(V) in the general case.
In this subsection we complete the proof assuming (V), and in the next
subsection we show that g

1 , ..., g

r can be redefined so that (V) would hold
and the argument of this subsection would remain valid.
Assuming (V), put P=P(0; n1 , ..., nr ; b1 , ..., br). Then (6.1), (6.2), and
(6.4) hold automatically, and we have to prove that for some c3=c3(_),
AP+B(:

, c3=
), (6.24)
dB(:

, c3=
)R4[2_&1] d

A. (6.25)
Proof of (6.24). Put
M=[+

=(+1 , ..., +r) # Zr : | +i |bi]. (6.26)
Fix a # A. Then for any index j there exists +

j=(+1j , ..., +rj) # M such that
a:
 j
&(+1jg

1j+ } } } ++rj g

rj) # C(= j
)+Zm.
Since the set M is finite, some +

# M occurs as +

j infinitely often. We say
that this +

is attached to the fixed a # A.
For an attached +

we have
a:

&(+1g

1+ } } } ++r g

r) # C(=
)+Zm. (6.27)
Combining this with (6.23), we obtain, since | +i |R1, that
(a&(+1n1+ } } } ++rnr)) :
# C(c3 = j
)+Zm,
which yields (6.24).
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Proof of (6.25). For T>0 put BT (:
, =

)=B(:

, =

) & [&T, T ]. When T
is fixed, we have
BT (:
, 12 =
)BT (: j
, =
 j
) (6.28)
for all sufficiently large j.
Put A\=[0=a0<a1<a2< } } } ]. Let C be such that aiai&124 for
any aiC. In the following, we assume that TC and j is so large that
(6.28) holds and both pj" and Xj are greater than T. Then
BT (: j
, =
 j
)P"(c1)j & [&T, T ]P$
(c1)
j & [&T, T ]
and the (T, Xj)-lacunarity of the progression P$ (c1)j is at most 24 (see (4.38)
for the definition).
By Property 1, the progression P$ (c1)j is proper. Therefore
|BT (:
, 12 =
) |
T

|BT (: j
, =
 j
)|
T
R
|P$ (c1)j & [&T, T ]|
T
R4r$
|P$(c1)j & [&Xj , Xj]|
Xj
(Corollary 4.17)
R4[2_&1]
|P$j |
Xj
R4[2_&1]
|AXj |
Xj
(by (6.12))
R4[2_&1] d

A (by (6.9)).
Thus, dB(:

, 12 =
)R4[2_&1] d

A. By Lemma 4.18 we obtain (6.25). The proof
is complete.
Removing the Condition (V)
Besides (V), only one more property of g

1 , ..., g

r was utilized in the argu-
ment of the previous subsection. It is
(VV) for any a # A there exists +

# M such that (6.27) holds (an
attached +

).
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In this subsection we shall redefine r, g

1 , ..., g

r and b1 , ..., br so that the
new g

i -s would still have the property (VV) (with c=
instead of =

) and, in
addition, they would satisfy the condition (V). More precisely, we prove
Proposition 6.2. There exist #

1 , ..., #

\ # R
m and positive integers ;1 , ..., ;\
such that
\r, ;i R1 (6.29)
and
(V)$ there exist n1 , ..., n\ # Z such that
#

i&ni :
# C(c2=
)+Zm (1i\). (6.30)
(VV)$ for any a # A there exists +

$ # M$ such that
a:

&(+$1#

1+ } } } ++$\#

\) # C(c3=
)+Zm. (6.31)
Here M$=[+

$=(+$1 , ..., +$\) # Z\ : | +$i |;i ].
We need a simple lemma. We denote by & } } } & the sup-norm on Zr. Let
1 be a subgroup of Zr. For any x

# Zr1 put &x

&=min.(y

)=x

&y

& ,
where . : Zr  Zr1 is the quotient map. For a finite subset K of Zr
(or Zr1 ) put &K&=maxx

# K &x
& .
Lemma 6.3. Let K be a finite subset of Zr. Denote by 1=1(K ) the
subgroup of Zr generated by the set K. Then
(a) there exists a basis E of 1 such that &E& is bounded in terms of
&K& and r;
(b) if Zr1 is torsion-free, then there exists a basis E of Zr1 such that
&E& is bounded in terms of &K& and r;
(c) any y

# 1 can be presented as a linear combination of vectors from
K with integer coefficients bounded in terms of &K& , &y

& , and r.
(In this subsection we need only (a) and (c). Item (b) will be used in
Section 7.)
Proof. This is trivial since ‘‘everything is finitely.’’ For any subgroup
1Zr put &1&=minE &E& , where E runs all the bases of 1, and for
any positive Z put 7(Z, r)=max&K&Z &1(K )& . Then we can always
find a basis E of 1 with &E&7(&K& , r), which proves (a). Items (b)
and (c) are proved similarly.
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Using standard tools from the geometry of numbers (like Mahler’s bases
or BombieriVaaler theory [BV83]), one can find explicit upper bounds
for 7(Z, R) and relative constants. We do not need such bounds here.
Proof of Proposition 6.2. Let 1 be the subgroup of Zr generated by the
set of attached vectors
Matt=[+

# M : +

is attached to some a # A].
By Lemma 6.3(a), there exists a basis e
 1
, ..., e
 \
of 1 such that &e
 i
& R1.
By Lemma 6.3(c) (or just by Cramer’s rule, since e
 1
, ..., e
 \
are linear
independent)
MattP(0; e 1
, ..., e
 \
; ;1 , ..., ;\) (6.32)
with ;i R1. Put
#

i=ei1g

1+ } } } +eirg

r ,
where e
 i
=(ei1 , ..., eir). Then (VV)$ holds by (6.32).
Now prove (V)$. By Lemma 6.3(c), each e
 i
is a linear combination of
attached vectors with bounded integer coefficients:
e

= :
+

# Matt
&i (+

) +, where &i (+

) # Z and |&i (+

)|R1 (1i\).
For any +

# Matt choose a(+

) # A such that +

is attached to a(+

). Then (V)$
holds with
ni= :
+

# Matt
&i (+

) a(+

) (1i\).
The proposition is proved.
Applying the argument of the previous subsection with \, #

i , and ;i
instead of r, g

i , and bi , we obtain an unconditional proof of Theorem 6.1
in the case N=1.
Extending the Argument to Arbitrary N
Writing :
 j
=(:1j , ..., :mj) and = j
=(=1j , ..., =mj), we put
:

~ j=(N&1:1j , ..., N&1:mj , nN&1),
=

~ j=(=1j , ..., =mj , =m+1),
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with =m+1 to be chosen later to satisfy
0<=m+1<N &1. (6.33)
It follows from (6.33) that NB(:
 j
, =
 j
)=B(:

~ j , =
~ j) and we also have
:

~ j  :
~ =(N&1:1 , ..., N&1:m , N &1),
=

~ j  :
~ =(=1 , ..., =m , =m+1),
when j  .
Applying the argument for N=1, described above, we find a progression
P=P(0; n1 , ..., nr ; b1 , ..., br) (with r and b1 , ..., br redefined as explained in
the previous subsection) such that
AP+B(:

~ , c4=
~ ), (6.34)
dB(:

~ , c4=
~ )Rd

A. (6.35)
Now specify =m+1 so that c4 =m+1<N&1. Then B(:
~ , c4 =
~ )=NB(:

, c4 =
).
Putting B=B(:

, c4=
), we rewrite (6.34) as AP+NB and (6.35) as
(6.3), which completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2
For the sake of further applications, we shall prove Theorem 3.2 in a
slightly more general form.
Theorem 7.1. Let A satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 and *1.
Then A is a subset of the direct sum PP$NB, where N is a positive
integer, P and P$ are *-proper progressions of dimensions r and r$, respec-
tively, and B is a *-proper Bohr set of dimension m such that
m+r$[log2 _], (7.1)
m+r$+r[2_&2], (7.2)
d(PP$NB)R4[2_&1] d

A, (7.3)
|P|R1 (7.4)
with implicit constants depending on _ and *. In addition, the sum
P(*)+P$(*)+NB(*) is direct.
Theorem 3.2 is just the case *=1 of Theorem 7.1.
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We need one more auxiliary result.
Proposition 7.2. Let N be a positive integer, P/Z be a progression of
dimension r, and B be a Bohr set of dimension m. Also, let *1.
(a) If either P is not *-proper or the sum P(*)+NB(*) is not direct
then there exist another positive integer N$, another progression P$ of dimen-
sion r$=r&1, and another Bohr set B$ of dimension m such that
P+NBP$+N$B$, (7.5)
len P$R1, (7.6)
dB$RdB, (7.7)
NRN$N, (7.8)
the implicit constants depending on r, m, *, and len P.
(b) There exist a positive integer N$, a *-proper progression P$ of
dimension r$r, and a Bohr set B$ of dimension m such that (7.5)(7.8) hold.
Proof. (a) Let P=P(n0 ; n1 , ..., nr ; b1 , ..., br) and B=B(:
, =

). If
either P is not *-proper or the sum P(*)+NB(*) is not direct, then there
exists x

=(x1 , ..., xr) # Zr "[0
] such that |xi |2*bi R1 and
.(x

)=x1n1+ } } } +xrnr # NB (2*)
(see Lemma 4.12). Put
}=gcd(x1 , ..., xr), x
$=}&1x

, N$=Ngcd(N, }).
Denote by 1 the subgroup of Zr generated by x

$. Then Zr1 is torsion-free.
By Lemma 6.3(b), there exist x

$1 , ..., x
$r&1 # Z
r such that
&x

$i& R1
and x

$1 , ..., x
$r&1 , x
$r=x
$ form a basis of Zr.
By Lemma 6.3(c), there exist b$1 , ..., b$r # Z such that
|b$i |R1 (1ir)
and MP(0; x

$1 , ..., x r
; b$1 , ..., b$r), where M is defined as in (6.26).
Put n$i=.(x
$i). Then
PP(n0 ; n$1 , ..., n$r ; b$1 , ..., b$r)=P$+P(0; n$r ; b$r), (7.9)
where P$=P(n0 ; n$1 , ..., n$r&1; b$1 , ..., b$r&1).
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Now prove that
P(0; n$r ; b$r)N$B(}:
, c1=
) (7.10)
with c1=c1(m, r, *, len P). Indeed, n$r # N$Z and
(n$r N$) }:
=(NN$)(.(x)N ) :

# C(2}*=

) mod Zr.
Thus, n$r # N$B(}:
, c2=
), which yields (7.10), since b$r R1.
Now, by (7.9) and (7.10) we obtain
P/P$+N$B(}:

, c1=
). (7.11)
Further,
NB(:

, =

)N$B(}:

, c3=
), (7.12)
since for any ; # B(:

, =

) we have
(N;N$) }:

# C(}2=

) mod Zr.
Combining (7.11) and (7.12), we obtain (7.5) with B$=B(}:

, c4=
). By
Lemmas 4.18 and 4.19 we have (7.7). This proves (a).
(b) Applying (a) iteratively, we obtain the result after at most r steps.
As a direct consequence of Lemma 7.2(b), we obtain
Corollary 7.3. Let * be a positive number. Then in Theorem 6.1 one
can additionally assert that the progression P is *-proper and the sum
P*+NB* is direct. The implicit constants in (6.3) and (6.4) would now
depend also on *.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Let A satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 7.1, and
fix *1>0, to be specified later. By Corollary 7.3 we have AP1+N1B1 ,
where N1 is a positive integer, P1 a *1 -proper progression of dimension r1 ,
and B1 a Bohr set of dimension m10 such that the sum P (*1)1 +N1B
(*1)
is direct and
m1 [log2 _], (7.13)
m1+r1[2_&2], (7.14)
dB1R4[2_&1]N d
A, (7.15)
len P1R1, (7.16)
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with implicit constants depending on _ and *1 . By Theorem 4.13
B1P2 N2B2B (c1)1 , c1=c1(_, *),
where N2 is a positive integer, P2 a *-proper progression of dimension r2 ,
and B2 a *-proper Bohr set of dimension m10 such that m1+r2m1 and
the sum P (*)2 N2B (*)2 is direct.
Now specify *1=max(c1 , *). Then we obtain the result with
m=m2 , r=r1+r2 , N=N1 N2 , P=P1 , P$=N1P2 , B=B2 .
Indeed, (7.1), (7.2), and (7.4) follow directly from the construction, and
d(PP$NB)Rd(N1 P2+N1N2B2) (since |P|R1)
Rd(N1 B (c1)1 )
=N &11 d(B
(c1)
1 )
RN &11 d(B1) (Lemma 4.18)
R4[2_&1] d

A (by (7.15)).
The proof is complete.
APPENDIX
A. Freiman’s 2n-Theorem
Freiman [Fr66, Lemma 2.12] (see also [Na94, Na96, Bi94]) proved the
following result.
Theorem A.1. Let K be a finite subset of Rm. Suppose that
|K+K |(2n&=) |K |
for some =>0 and nm. Then there exists an (n&1)-dimensional affine
plane L such that
|K & L|$ |K |,
where the positive constant $ depends only on n and =.
As an application of the 2n-theorem, we prove here the validity of (5.3),
provided that (5.2) holds. This is an immediate consequence of the following
assertion.
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Proposition A.2. Let P=P(g0 ; g1 , ..., gr ; b1 , ..., br) be a 2-proper pro-
gression with b1 } } } br and K a subset of P. Suppose that
|P|:k,
|K+K |(2n&=) k,
(A.1)
where k=|K |. Then
bi2:$&1 (in), (A.2)
where $ is defined as in Theorem A.1
Proof. Consider the map
. : B & Zr  P
x

[ g0+x1 g1+ } } } +xrgr ,
where B=[x

=(x1 , ..., xr) # Rr : |xi |b1]. Since the progression P is
2-proper, we have
x1+x2= y1+ y2  .(x1)+.(x2)=.( y1)+.( y2)
for any x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 # B & Zr. Hence the set K$=.&1(K ) also satisfies
(A.1). By Theorem A.1, there exists an affine plane L/Rr of dimension
n&1 such that |K$ & L|$k.
Let now e1=(1, 0, ..., 0), ..., er=(0, ..., 0, 1) be the standard basis of Zr.
Since dim L=n&1, there is an index jn such that the vector ej is not
parallel to the plane L. Then the sets
+ej+(K$ & L) (0+bi&1) (A.3)
are pairwise disjoint. On the other hand, all the sets (A.3) are contained in
the progression P$=P(0; e1 , ..., er ; b1 , ..., bj&1, 2bj , bj+1 , br). Therefore
2:k2 |P|=|P$| :
bj&1
+=0
| +ej+(K$ & L)|bj $k,
whence bj2:$&1. Since jn and b1 } } } br , we obtain (A.2). The
proposition is proved.
The constant $=$(n, =) tends to 0 when =  0. Therefore the implicit
constant in (5.3) tends to infinity when _ tends to a power of 2 from the
left. This unpleasant (but, evidently, inevitable) property is inherited by the
implicit constants in Theorem 3.2, as already mentioned in Remark 3.3.
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B. Proof of Theorem 4.10
In this appendix we prove
Theorem 4.10. Let P0=P(0; n1 , ..., nr ; b1 , ..., br) be a progression of
integers, B0 a generalized Bohr set of dimension m0 , and N a positive integer.
Suppose that gcd(n1 , ..., nr , N )=1. Then there exists a cubic Bohr set B of
dimension m=m0+r such that
P0+NB0BP (c)0 +NB
(c)
0 .
Here c is a constant depending on m.
The proof is based on the following general fact.
Lemma B.1. Let A be a free abelian group of finite dimension r and A$
a subgroup of A. Suppose that a$1 , ..., a$r # AA$ generate the group AA$. Then
there exists a basis a1 , ..., ar of A such that the quotient map A  AA$ moves
ai to a$i .
Proof. Let a~ 1 , ..., a~ r be a basis of A. Define the homomorphism
. : A  AA$ by .(a~ i)=a$i and put A"=Ker .. By assumption, . is an
epimorphism, whence AA$$AA". Now the theory of elementary divisors
(say, [KM82, Chap. 3, Theorem 8.1.1]) yields that there exists an auto-
morphism  : A  A such that (A")=A$. Then ai=(a~ i) are as desired.
Proof of Theorem 4.10. By Corollary 4.3 it is enough to construct a
generalized Bohr set B1 satisfying
P(*)0 +NB
(*)
0 =B
(*)
1 (*>0). (B.1)
Put V0=R
m0, U=Rr, and V=V0U. Let B0=B(: 0
, S0 , 10), where
S0 /V0 is a symmetric convex body, : 0
# V0 , and 10 a lattice in V0 .
Let H$ be a lattice in U and ’$ a primitive element of H$ (this means
that for any integer n{0, \1 we have (1n) ’$  H$). Denote by H the
lattice generated by H$ and put ’=(1N ) ’$. Then HH$ is generated by the
elements ni’ mod H$, as follows from the condition gcd(n1 , ..., nr , N )=1.
By Lemma B.1 there exists a basis ’1 , ..., ’r of H such that ’i#ni’ mod H$.
Put e
 i
=ni: 0
+’i . Any element of V can be written uniquely as
x
 0
+x1 e 1
+ } } } +xr e r
, where x
 0
# V0 and xi # R. Now put
S=[x
 0
+x1 e 1
+ } } } +xre r
: x
 0
# S0 ; |xi |<bi ],
:

=
1
N
:
 0
+’, 1=1H$, B1=B(:
, S, 1 ),
and prove that (B.1) holds.
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As follows directly from the construction,
(V0 H) & *S=P(*)+*S0 ,
P(*)+1=P (*)0 :
+1
(B.2)
(compare (B.2) with Lemma 4.11). Since B1:
Z:

V0 H, we obtain the
following characterization of the set B1 :
B1=[n # Z : n:
# P (*)0 :
+*S+1 ]. (B.3)
This yields immediately that
P(*)0 +NB
(*)
0 B
(*)
1 .
Indeed,
(P (*)0 +NB
(*)
0 ) :
P (*)0 :
+B (*)0 +: 0
+1P (*)0 :
+*s+1.
Now establish the opposite inclusion. Let n # B (*)1 . Then there exists
p0 # P (*)0 such that (n& p0) :
# *S0+1. In particular, (n& p0) ’ # H$,
whence n& p0#0 mod N. Write n& p0=Nq. Then q: 0
# Nq:

+1/
*S0+1, and on the other side q: 0
# V0 . Thus, q: 0
# *S0+10 , whence
q # B (*)0 . We obtain
B(*)1 P
(*)
0 +NB
(*)
0 ,
completing the proof of the theorem.
C. Proof of Proposition 8.5
In this appendix we prove
Proposition 8.5. (a) For any positive integer h and any finite set
K/Z we have
|h7K |h |K |&h2+1. (C.1)
(b) If |K |max(h+2, 5) then the equality
|h7K |=h |K |&h2+1 (C.2)
holds if and only if K is an arithmetic progression.
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Proof. As one can expect, we use induction in k=|K |. For a set of
integers K=[x1< } } } <xk] put K$=[x1< } } } <xk&1]. Then for any K
such that |K |h+1 we have
|h7K ||h7K$|+h. (C.3)
Indeed, put X=xk&h+ } } } +xk . Then X&xk&h , ..., X&xk&1 are distinct
elements of h7K which are larger than any element of h7K$. This already
proves (a) because (C.1) is obvious when |K |h+1. For (b) a slightly
more subtle inductive argument is needed.
We begin with the case h=2 and k=|K |5. In this case (C.2) turns to
|27K |=2k&3. On the other hand, the 2k&3 sums
x1+x2 , x1+x3 , x2+x3 , ..., xk&1+xk (C.4)
are distinct elements of the set 27K. Therefore for any ik&3 the sum
xi+xi+3 should be equal to one of the sums (C.4); the single possibility is
xi+xi+3=xi+1+xi+2 . (C.5)
Similarly, for any ik&4 we have
xi+1+xi+4=xi+2+xi+3. (C.6)
Further, for any ik&4 the sum xi+xi+4 should be equal to one of the
sums (C.4); in view of (C.5)(C.6), the single possibility is
xi+xi+4=xi+1+xi+3 . (C.7)
Rewriting (C.5)(C.7) as
xi+1&xi =xi+3&xi+2 ,
xi+2&xi+1=xi+4&xi+3 ,
xi+1&xi =xi+4&xi+3 ,
respectively, we see that xi+1&xi= } } } =xi+4&xi+3 , which proves that K
is an arithmetic progression.
The case h3 and k=h+2 can be reduced to the case h=2, just
proved. Indeed, in this case |h7K |=|27K | and hk&h2+1=2k&3.
It remains to consider the case h3 and kh. We infer from (C.2) and
(C.3) that
|h7K$|=h |K$|&h2+1. (C.8)
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By induction, K$ is an arithmetic progression with difference, say, d.
Further, any element of h7K is either an element of h7K$ or equal to one
of the numbers X&xk&h , ..., X&xk&1 (see the beginning of the proof ). In
particular, xk&h&2+ } } } +xk&3+xk is such; the single possibility is
xk&h&2+ } } } +xk&3+xk=xk&h&2+ } } } +xk&3+xk&2+xk&1.
This yields that xk&xk&1=xk&2&xk&3=d, which completes the proof.
Remark C.1 (Added in Revision). The same proof was independently
suggested by Nathanson; see [Na95, Theorems 1 and 2].
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